
 

 

 

634 AI and MusashiAI Showcased their “Go Live” Versions of the MAESTRO Platform and 

the Inspector at an Event Held in Toyohashi, Japan on April 25, 2023 

 

Dear Shareholders of SIXAI,  

We are happy to share with you that on April 25, 2023, Musashi Seimitsu and SIXAI held a 

launch event for 634 AI’s MAESTRO platform and MusashiAI’s Robot Inspector in Toyohashi, 

Japan, to showcase the “go live” versions of their solutions. The launch event was scheduled 

after extensive real-world testing of the solutions, that have benefitted from refinement and 

evolution, resulting in easily deployable and reliable solutions. 

Now, as the solutions are ready for global roll-out, our focus for both 634 AI and MusashiAI is 

to leverage their sales teams and global locations as they work to deliver solutions to 

additional customers worldwide.  

The event was attended by customers, partners, investors, and press presented with the latest 
634 AI and MusashiAI's solutions, which have already secured significant customer interest 
in Japan, Israel, and North America. Notably, 634 AI announced an order from Musashi 
Seimitsu for 200 MAESTRO-powered AMRs and related AI enabled systems back in August 
2022. 

We are pleased by the extend media coverage that the event received by both Japanese and 
international media. A few links are available below and on SIXAI’s Shareholder Platform.  

A video of the event is also available on the platform. 

 

We are excited to move forward backed up by the positive momentum and feedback. 

Kind Regards,  

Ran Poliakine & SIXAI Team 
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Media Coverage 

Yahoo! Finance: Japanese manufacturing leader Musashi Seimitsu and Israeli AI innovation 

powerhouse SIXAI partner for global launch of industry 4.0 solutions 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/japanese-manufacturing-leader-musashi-seimitsu-084600266.html 

  

ADVFN: Japanese manufacturing leader Musashi Seimitsu and Israeli AI innovation powerhouse SIXAI 

partner for global launch of industry 4.0 solutions 

https://uk.advfn.com/stock-market/share-news/Japanese-manufacturing-leader-Musashi-Seimitsu-

and/90844949 

  

AIThority: Japanese manufacturing leader Musashi Seimitsu and Israeli AI innovation powerhouse 

SIXAI partner for global launch of industry 4.0 solutions 

https://aithority.com/machine-learning/japanese-manufacturing-leader-musashi-seimitsu-and-

israeli-ai-innovation-powerhouse-sixai-partner-for-global-launch-of-industry-4-0-solutions/ 

  

TMC Net: Japanese manufacturing leader Musashi Seimitsu and Israeli AI innovation powerhouse 

SIXAI partner for global launch of industry 4.0 solutions 

https://www.tmcnet.com/usubmit/-japanese-manufacturing-leader-musashi-seimitsu-israeli-ai-

innovation-/2023/04/25/9800813.htm 

  

Benzinga: Japanese manufacturing leader Musashi Seimitsu and Israeli AI innovation powerhouse 

SIXAI partner for global launch of industry 4.0 solutions 

https://www.benzinga.com/pressreleases/23/04/n31982222/japanese-manufacturing-leader-

musashi-seimitsu-and-israeli-ai-innovation-powerhouse-sixai-partner- 

  

Street Insider: Japanese manufacturing leader Musashi Seimitsu and Israeli AI innovation 

powerhouse SIXAI partner for global launch of industry 4.0 solutions 

https://www.streetinsider.com/PRNewswire/Japanese+manufacturing+leader+Musashi+Seimitsu+an

d+Israeli+AI+innovation+powerhouse+SIXAI+partner+for+global+launch+of+Industry+4.0+solutions/

21545230.html 
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Finanznachrichten: Japanese manufacturing leader Musashi Seimitsu and Israeli AI 

innovation powerhouse SIXAI partner for global launch of industry 4.0 solutions 

https://www.finanznachrichten.de/nachrichten-2023-04/58900551-japanese-manufacturing-leader-

musashi-seimitsu-and-israeli-ai-innovation-powerhouse-sixai-partner-for-global-launch-of-industry-4-

0-solutions-008.htm 

  

Businesslend: Japanese manufacturing leader Musashi Seimitsu and Israeli AI innovation 

powerhouse SIXAI partner for global launch of industry 4.0 solutions 

https://www.businesslend.com/press-release/japanese-manufacturing-leader-musashi-seimitsu-

and-israeli-ai-innovation-powerhouse-sixai-partner-for-global-launch-of-industry-4-0-solutions/ 

  

CEO.CA: Japanese manufacturing leader Musashi Seimitsu and Israeli AI innovation powerhouse 

SIXAI partner for global launch of industry 4.0 solutions 

https://ceo.ca/@newswire/japanese-manufacturing-leader-musashi-seimitsu-and 

  

The Globe and Mail: Japanese manufacturing leader Musashi Seimitsu and Israeli AI innovation 

powerhouse SIXAI partner for global launch of industry 4.0 solutions 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/investing/markets/markets-

news/PR%20Newswire/16267517/japanese-manufacturing-leader-musashi-seimitsu-and-israeli-ai-

innovation-powerhouse-sixai-partner-for-global-launch-of-industry-40-solutions/ 

https://musashi-
ai.com/blog/2023/04/d1eba5b1c0d7bcf513414b7ec8a3f2afa8d5c412.html#  

https://business.nifty.com/cs/catalog/business_release/catalog_prt000000046000040312_1
.htm# 

https://news.allabout.co.jp/articles/p/000000046.000040312/ 
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